Dynamical systems describe the evolution of quantities governed by differential equations. Hence, they represent a very powerful prediction tool in many disciplines such as physics and engineering, chemistry and biology and even in economics, among others. Their importance relies on their capability of predicting, as a function of time, future states of the corresponding system under consideration by means of the current, known state. Many difficulties arise when trying to solve such systems. Complete Lyapunov functions allow for the systematic study of complicated dynamical systems. In this paper, we present a new iterative algorithm that avoids obtaining trivial solutions when constructing complete Lyapunov functions. This algorithm is based on mesh-free numerical approximation and analyzes the failure of convergence in certain areas to determine the chain-recurrent set.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we describe a new algorithm to analyze the behaviour of a dynamical system by means of complete Lyapunov functions. Let us start by considering a general autonomous ordinary differential equation (ODE) of the form,
where x ∈ R n . A classical (strict) Lyapunov function V (x), is a scalar-valued C 1 function defined on a subset of R n which can be used to analyze the basin of attraction of one attractor, e.g. an equilibrium or a periodic orbit (Lyapunov, 1992) . It attains its minimum at the attractor, and is otherwise strictly decreasing along solutions of the ODE; it is defined on a neighbourhood of the attractor for which it was constructed.
To generalize this idea, we introduce the concept of a complete Lyapunov function (Auslander, 1964; Conley, 1978a; Conley, 1988; Hurley, 1995; Hurley, 1998) , which characterizes the complete behaviour of the dynamical system and not only around one attractor as the classical Lyapunov functions. In particular, it is capable of capturing and describing the long-term behaviour of the system by dividing the phase space into the chain-recurrent set and the gradient-like flow. A point is in the chain-recurrent set, if an ε-trajectory through it comes back to it after any given time. An ε-trajectory is arbitrarily close to a true solution of the system. This indicates recurrent motion; for a precise definition see, e.g. (Conley, 1978a) . The dynamics outside the chain-recurrent set are similar to a gradient system, i.e. a system (1) where the right-hand side f(x) = ∇W (x) is given by the gradient of a function W : R n → R.
A complete Lyapunov function is a scalar-valued continuous function V : R n → R, defined on the whole phase space of the ODE. It is non-increasing along solutions of the ODE; it is strictly decreasing where the flow is gradient-like and constant along solution trajectories on each transitive component of the chainrecurrent set, such as local attractors and repellers. Furthermore, the level sets of V provide information about the stability and attraction properties: minima of V correspond to attractors, while maxima represent repellers.
Our method computes a C 1 function V and for such a function the condition non-increasing translates into the condition V (x) ≤ 0, where V (x) = ∇V (x) · f(x) denotes the orbital derivative, the derivative along solutions of (1). For such a function we know that any point x fulfilling V (x) < 0 must be in the set where the flow is gradient-like. By abuse of terminology we refer to any C 1 function fulfilling V (x) ≤ 0 as a complete Lyapunov function.
Lyapunov theory is not the only available tool to analyze the general behaviour of dynamical systems. Other methodologies like the direct simulation of solutions with many different initial conditions are also useful. However, this is a highly costly computational method that provides only limited information about the very general behaviour of the system, unless estimates are available, e.g. when shadowing solutions.
Other, more sophisticated methods like the computation of invariant manifolds, forming the boundaries of basins of attraction of attractors (Krauskopf et al., 2005) are still unpractical because they require additional analysis of the parts with gradientlike flow.
Other methods divide the phase space into cells to compute the dynamics between them, see for example (Osipenko, 2007) . Such methods are known as cell mapping approach (Hsu, 1987) or set oriented methods (Dellnitz and Junge, 2002) and they are also capable of obtaining complete Lyapunov functions.
We will consider a general autonomous ODE of the form (1). The first proof of the existence of a complete Lyapunov function for dynamical systems was given in (Auslander, 1964; Conley, 1978b; Conley, 1978a) . These proofs holds for a compact metric space and considers the corresponding attractorrepeller pairs while constructing a function which is 1 on the repeller, 0 on the attractor and decreasing in between. Then these functions are summed up over all attractor-repeller pairs. Later, Hurley generalized these ideas to more general spaces (Hurley, 1992; Hurley, 1995; Hurley, 1998) .
Several other computational approaches to construct complete Lyapunov functions have been published, for example (Kalies et al., 2005; Ban and Kalies, 2006; Goullet et al., 2015) , where the phase space was subdivided into cells and a discrete-time system was given by the time-T map. Then, a multivalued map was introduced using the computer package GAIO (Dellnitz et al., 2001 ) to compute the dynamics between them. Using graph algorithms (Ban and Kalies, 2006) , an approximate complete Lyapunov function was computed. This approach, however, is not efficient because it requires a high number of cells even for low dimensions.
Our methodology, which is faster and works well in higher dimensions, is inspired by the construction of classical Lyapunov functions. In (Björnsson et al., 2014a) , the method of (Ban and Kalies, 2006 ) is compared to mesh-free collocation (see below) for one particular example. While the mesh-free collocation method is very efficient on the gradient-like part, in that particular case, the approach of (Ban and Kalies, 2006) works properly only on the chain-recurrent set but requires a much finer grid.
Another method construct a complete Lyapunov as a continuous piecewise affine (CPA) function, affine on a fixed simplicial complex, see (Björnsson et al., 2015) . However, they require a superset of the chain-recurrent set as an input. In this paper, the proposed method does not require any information about the system under consideration except for the righthand side function f of system (1).
Let us give an overview of this paper: in Section 2 we discuss mesh-free collocation to approximate solutions of a general linear PDE as well as previous, related algorithms. In Section 3 we present our algorithm to compute a complete Lyapunov function, apply the method to an example, and discuss the results in detail before we conclude.
PRELIMINARIES

Mesh-free Collocation
Numerous numerical construction methods have been proposed to obtain classical Lyapunov functions, e.g. (Johansson, 1999; Johansen, 2000; Marinósson, 2002; Giesl, 2007; Hafstein, 2007; Björnsson et al., 2014b; Kamyar and Peet, 2015; Anderson and Papachristodoulou, 2015; Doban, 2016; Doban and Lazar, 2016) , see also the review . In this paper, like previously in (Argáez et al., 2017a; Argáez et al., 2018b) , our algorithm will be based on the Radial Basis Function (RBF) method with mesh-free collocation. Under this approach, the solution of a linear PDE is approximated and the orbital derivative is specified to approximate the solution of a linear PDE.
Mesh-free collocation, in particular using Radial Basis Functions, solves generalized interpolation problems efficiently. In our case, we interpolate the data given by a partial differential operator applied to the function at given collocation points. Examples for Radial Basis Functions include the Gaussians, multiquadrics, inverse multiquadrics and Wendland's compactly supported basis functions. An interpolation example, as well as a C++ code to compute Wendland's basis functions of arbitrary order, can be found in (Argáez et al., 2017b) .
We assume that the target function belongs to a Hilbert space H of continuous functions (often a Sobolev space). We assume that the Hilbert space H has a reproducing kernel ϕ : R n × R n → R, given by a convenient Radial Basis Function Φ through ϕ(x, y) := Φ(x − y), where Φ(x) = ψ 0 ( x ) is a radial function.
We seek to reconstruct the target function V ∈ H from the information r 1 , . . . , r N ∈ R generated by N linearly independent functionals λ j ∈ H * , i.e. λ j (V ) = r j holds for j = 1, . . . , N. The optimal (normminimal) reconstruction of the function V is the solution of the problem
It is well-known (Wendland, 2005) that the solution can be written as
where the coefficients β j are determined by the interpolation conditions λ j (v) = r j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
In our case, we consider the PDE V (x) = r(x), where r(x) is a given function and V (x) is the orbital derivative. We choose N collocation points x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ R n of the phase space and define func-
where L denotes the linear operator of the orbital derivative LV (x) = V (x) and δ is Dirac's delta distribution. The information is given by the right-hand side r j = r(x j ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N. The approximation is then
where Φ is a positive definite Radial Basis Function, and the coefficients β j ∈ R can be calculated by solving a system of N linear equations. A crucial ingredient is the knowledge on the behaviour of the error function |V (x) − v (x)| in terms of the so-called fill distance which measures how dense the points {x 1 , . . . , x N } are, since it gives information when the approximate solution indeed becomes a Lyapunov function, i.e. has a negative orbital derivative. Such error estimates were derived, for example in (Giesl, 2007; Giesl and Wendland, 2007) , see also (Narcowich et al., 2005; Wendland, 2005) .
The advantage of mesh-free collocation over other methods for solving PDEs is that scattered points can be added to improve the approximation, no triangulation of the phase space is necessary, the approximating function is smooth and the method works in any dimension.
In this paper, we use Wendland functions (Wendland, 1998) as Radial Basis Functions through ψ 0 (r) := ψ l,k (cr), where c > 0, k ∈ N is a smoothness parameter and l = n 2 + k + 1. Wendland functions are positive definite functions with compact support, which are polynomials on their support; the corresponding reproducing kernel Hilbert space is normequivalent to the Sobolev space W k+(n+1)/2 2 (R n ).
They are defined by recursion: for l ∈ N, k ∈ N 0 we define
for r ∈ R + 0 , where x + = x for x ≥ 0 and x + = 0 for x < 0.
As collocation points X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ R n we use a subset of the hexagonal grid with α Hexa-basis ∈ R + constructed according to
w n = (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , (n + 1)e n ) and
Note that the hexagonal grid is optimal to balance the opposing aims of a dense grid in order to achieve a small error and a large separation distance of points so that the collocation matrix has a small condition number (Iske, 1998) . We set ψ 0 (r) := ψ l,k (cr) with positive constant c and define recursively ψ i (r) = 1 r dψ i−1 dr (r) for i = 1, 2 and r > 0. Note that lim r→0 ψ i (r) exists if the smoothness parameter k of the Wendland function is sufficiently large. The explicit formulas for v and its orbital derivative are
where ·, · denotes the standard scalar product and · the Euclidean norm in R n , β is the solution of Aβ = r, r j = r(x j ) and A is the N × N matrix with entries
for i = j and
More detailed explanations on this construction are given in (Giesl, 2007, Chapter 3) .
If no collocation point x j is an equilibrium for the system, i.e. f(x j ) = 0 for all j, then the matrix A is positive definite and the system of equations Aβ = r has a unique solution. Note that this holds true independent of whether the underlying discretized PDE has a solution or not, while the error estimates are only available if the PDE has a solution.
Previous Algorithms
To obtain a classical Lyapunov function used to be a very hard task in engineering and other disciplines. However, mathematical research has given very efficient algorithms to compute Lyapunov functions . One of these algorithms to compute classical Lyapunov functions for an equilibrium approximates the solution of the PDE V (x) = ∇V (x) · f(x) = −1 (Giesl, 2007) using mesh-free collocation with Radial Basis Function. It constructs an approximate solution to this linear partial differential equation (PDE), which satisfies the equation in a given, finite set of collocation points X.
This method has been extended to the construction of complete Lyapunov function. However, a complete Lyapunov function cannot have a negative derivative on the chain-recurrent set, hence, the equation does not have a solution. However, turning the argument around, the area where the approximation is poor, i.e. where the approximation v to the Lyapunov function V does not satisfy v (x) ≈ −1, gives an indication of where the chain-recurrent set is located. In previous work, the authors of this paper have developed and continuously improved such algorithms. Firstly, the algorithm was implemented to identify both the chain-recurrent sets and the gradientlike flow region, see (Argáez et al., 2017a) . We determine the chain-recurrent set as the area, in which the condition v (x) ≈ −1 is not satisfied or the approximation fails. In the next step, we then split the collocation points X into two different sets: X 0 where the approximation fails, and X − , where it works well. Given that a complete Lyapunov function should be constant in X 0 , we reconstructed the Lyapunov function with two conditions for the orbital derivative: V (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X 0 and V (x) = −1 for all x ∈ X − , which is an approximation of a complete Lyapunov function. These two sets provide important information about the ODE under consideration: the set X 0 , where v (x) ≈ 0 approximates the chainrecurrent set, including equilibria, periodic and homoclinic orbits, while the set X − , where v (x) ≈ −1, approximates the area where the flow is gradientlike, i.e. where solutions pass through. This approach was further iterated until the sets X 0 and X − do not change.
However, such methodology was not capable to isolate chain-recurrent sets completely in dynamical systems with considerable differences in speed. Hence, the method was enhanced (Argáez et al., 2018b) by considering an "almost" normalized speed of the dynamical system. This means that the original dynamical system (1) was substituted by,
with parameter δ > 0. Furthermore, the right-hand side of V (x) = 0 if x ∈ X 0 , −1 if x ∈ X 0 has a jump. To obtain a smooth right-hand side, we replaced this by
where d denotes the distance to the set X 0 and ξ > 0 is a parameter. This improved the method to construct complete Lyapunov functions and to describe the chain-recurrent sets. However, when iterating using this method, the area where v (x) ≈ 0 holds (or X 0 ) could become larger and larger, and the functions v could converge towards a trivial, constant solution. Indeed, we will later show that this behaviour is observed.
In this paper we will propose a modified method that prevents the iterations from converging to the trivial solution.
Firstly, instead of using just 0 or −1 for the righthand side, or 0 and the exponential function in (4), we use the average of v (y) for points y around each point x j ∈ X, where v denotes the result of the last iteration and regardless of x j lying in X − or X 0 . Secondly, we then scale the right-hand side, such that the sum ∑ N i=1 r(x i ) of the right-hand side over all collocation points is constant in each iteration. This prevents the iterations from converging to the trivial solution. We will show the improvement of the performance in an example.
For the evaluation points y around each collocation point x j we use a directional evaluation grid, which was first proposed for the higher-dimensional case, i.e.,ẋ = f(x) with x ∈ R n and n ≥ 3 (Argáez et al., 2018a) , since the set of evaluation points remains 1-dimensional. For the directional evaluation grid, we use points in the direction of the flow f(x j ) at each collocation point x j . Previously, in (Argáez et al., 2017a; Argáez et al., 2018b) and dimension 2, we used a circular evaluation grid around each collocation point consisting of two concentric circumferences whose centre was the collocation point. In the n-dimensional case, this circumference would become an (n − 1)-dimensional set, requiring a higher amount of points to evaluate.
ALGORITHM
Our algorithm is based on the algorithms described in (Argáez et al., 2017a) and where the speed of the system has been normalized as in (3) and explained in detail in (Argáez et al., 2018b) . The Wendland functions are constructed with the software from (Argáez et al., 2017b) . In this paper, we add the next improvement: we scale the right-hand side of the linear system Aβ = r in each iteration to avoid convergence to the trivial solution β = 0 corresponding to V (x) = 0. Let us explain the method and the improvements in more detail.
We fix a set of collocation points X, none of which is an equilibrium for the system. We use an evaluation grid to determine for each collocation point whether the approximation was poor or good, and thus whether the collocation point is part of the chainrecurrent set (X 0 ) or the gradient-like flow (X − ). The evaluation grid at the collocation point x j is given by
where α Hexa-basis is the parameter used to build the hexagonal grid defined above, r ∈ (0, 1) is the ratio up to which the evaluation points will be placed and m ∈ N denotes the number of points in the evaluation grid that will be placed on both sides of the collocation points aligned to the flow. Altogether, will have 2m points for each collocation point, so 2mN points in the evaluation grid overall. We notice that we have chosen r < 1 to avoid overlap of evaluation grids. We start by computing the approximate solution v 0 of V (x) = −1 with collocation points X. As we have previously done in (Argáez et al., 2017a; Argáez et al., 2018b) , we define a tolerance parameter −1 < γ ≤ 0. In each step i of the iteration we mark a collocation point x j as being in the chain-recurrent set (x j ∈ X 0 ) if there is at least one point y ∈ Y x j such that v i (y) > γ. The points for which the condition v i (y) ≤ γ holds for all y ∈ Y x j are considered to belong to the gradient-like flow (x j ∈ X − ).
In this paper, we now improve the algorithm by replacing the right-hand side −1 by the average of the values v i (y) over the evaluation grid y ∈ Y x j at each collocation point x j or, if this average is positive, by 0. In formulas, we calculate the approximate solution v i+1 of V (x j ) =r j with
, where x − = x if x ≤ 0 and x − = 0 otherwise. We will refer to this as the "non-scaled" version.
While in (Argáez et al., 2018b) we have used the distance to the set X 0 to ensure that the right-hand side is a continuous function, this new approach also allows us to obtain a complete Lyapunov function with continuous orbital derivative. However, this approach can lead to a decrease of energy from the original Lyapunov function. Let the reader remember that the original value of the orbital derivative condition at the first iteration is −1, but the new value is obtained by averaging and bounding by 0, so it could tend to zero and thus force the total energy of the Lyapunov function to decrease. To avoid this, we scale the condition of the orbital derivative after the first iteration onwards so that the sum of all r j over all collocation points is constant for all iterations; we will refer to this as the "scaled" method.
Our new algorithm to compute complete Lyapunov functions and classify the chain-recurrent set can be summarized as follows. V (x j ) = r j for j = 1, . . . , N; this is the scaled version, while approximating the solution of V (x j ) =r j would be the non-scaled version 6. Set i → i + 1 and repeat steps 2. to 5. until no more points are added to X 0 Note that the sets X 0 and X − change in each step of the algorithm.
Results
While the method is applicable in any dimension n, we focus here on an example in two dimensions, because the results can be easily visualized. The results we present here are computed using the normalization of the speed of the system (3), a method we first introduced in (Argáez et al., 2018b) . The evaluation grid used is built according to (5) in the algorithm in Sec. 3. The system we use to benchmark our methodology is the following:
This system has two equilibria (±1, 0) where (−1, 0) is unstable and (1, 0) is asymptotically stable. We now apply the method proposed in this paper. The parameters we defined to compute the complete Lyapunov function for the system (6) are: we replace f byf according to (3) with δ 2 = 10 −8 , and we choose α Hexa-basis = 0.1 and used all points in the grid that are in the area [−2, 2] 2 ∈ R 2 . This gave us a total amount of 2016 collocation points. The critical value to define the failing points is γ = −0.5 and the Wendland function parameters are l = 4, k = 2 and c = 1. The number of evaluation points around each collocation point is 20, i.e., m = 10, and we choose r = 0.5; the total amount of points in our evaluation grid is 40, 320. Figure 1 shows the evaluation grid for system (6). The evaluation grid is placed along the direction of flow of the dynamical system, see (5). Therefore, it already gives an idea of how the system is behaving.
We start by approximating the solution of V (x) = −1 by v 0 . The function v 0 and its orbital derivative v 0 are shown in Figures 2 and 4 , respectively. Figure 5 shows the orbital derivative v 0 as well, where the x-axis represents all points of the evaluation grid. Figure 2 already shows that the unstable equilibrium in (−1, 0) is a maximum of v 0 and the asymptotically stable equilibrium in (1, 0) is a minimum; the orbital derivative v 0 approximates −1 very well apart from the equilibria and an ellipse covering the heteroclinic orbits, connecting the two equilibria, which touch the boundary of the considered area. Figure 17 shows the values over the evaluation grid that failed in the sense that v 0 (y) > γ. These points are an approximation of the chain-recurrent set under the scaled method.
However, a different perspective of Figure 2 , see Figure 6 : Complete Lyapunov function derivative for system (6) with the previous method after 10 iterations. These iterations were obtained with the method in (Argáez et al., 2017a ).
Figure 7: Complete Lyapunov function derivative for system (6) with the previous method after 100 iterations. These iterations were obtained with the previous method from (Argáez et al., 2017a) . The derivative converges to 0 as the collocation points are nearly all in the set X 0 .
Figure 3, shows that there are many heteroclinic connections between the two equilibria. These connections have different lengths. In particular, even if v is constant in a neighbourhood of each of the two equilibria, there is no solution such that v (x) = −1 holds in the rest of the gradient-like flow part since the orbital derivative reflects the length of the route. Hence, this is an example where the previous method (Argáez et al., 2017a ) must fail. Indeed, if we now follow the previous method and iteratively split the collocation points into the sets X 0 where the approximation is poor and X − where the approximation is good and solve V (x j ) = −1 for x j ∈ X − and V (x j ) = 0 for x j , then we approximate the trivial, constant solution, see Figures 6 and 7 after 10 and 100 iterations.
Non-scaled Method
Now we apply the new method as described in Section 3 by iteratively solving V (x j ) =r j , i.e. the nonscaled method, wherer j is the average of the values of v around each collocation point. If the average becomes positive then it is substituted by zero. Figures 8 (iteration 0) and Figure 9 (iterations 100 and 10000) show the values ofr j . After 100 iterations clearly fewer points are failing than with the previous method. However, after 10000 iterations, the valuesr j have slowly converged to zero. Correspondingly, also the approximation v of V (x j ) =r j satisfies v (x) ≈ 0 for all x, see Figure 11 , and the function v(x) is nearly constant, see Figure 13 . This behaviour is also shown in Figure 20 : in the top figure ∑ N j=1r j (blue) is shown for each iteration, which quickly converges to 0, implying that for each j the quantityr j converges to zero as i increases (note thatr j ≤ 0 by definition). In the bottom figure, the sum over all evaluation points ∑ N j=1 ∑ y∈Y x j v i (y) (blue) is shown, which also quickly converges to 0, showing that v i (x) ≈ 0 for all x. Finally, Figure 21 shows the total amount of failing points (blue) in both the evaluation grid and the collocation grid which quickly converges to a number very close to the total amount of evaluation and collocation points, respectively.
Scaled Method: Avoiding Convergence to the Trivial Solution
To overcome the convergence to a trivial solution, we now consider the scaled version, where we approximate V (x j ) = r j and r j denotes the scaledr j such that the sum ∑ Figure 10 (iterations 100 and 10000). Correspondingly, also the approximation v of V (x j ) = r j behaves in a similar way, see Figure 12 , and the function v(x) is not constant, but gives a clear indication of the dynamics, see Figure 14 .
This behaviour is also shown in Figure 20 : in the top figure ∑ N j=1 r j (red) is shown, which is constantly −N by construction. In the bottom figure, the Iterative Construction of Complete Lyapunov Functions Figure 9 : The right-hand sider j at each collocation point, iterations 100 and 10000 (non-scaled method). After 100 iterations,r j is not zero everywhere, but at iteration 10000 r j is nearly zero everywhere, providing a trivial result. sum over all evaluation points ∑ N j=1 ∑ y∈Y x j v i (y) (red) is shown, which after a slight adjustment also stays constant. Finally, Figure 21 shows the total amount of failing evaluation and collocation points (both red) which converges to a number far away from the total amount of evaluation or collocation points, respectively, and thus giving a much more accurate estimate of the chain-recurrent set. In fact, Figure 18 shows the approximation of the chain-recurrent set through the failing points with the scaled method after itera- tion 50, and Figure 19 shows the same after iteration 10000. Both overestimate the true chain-recurrent set, which consists just of the two equilibria, but the figures show that the iterations do not converge towards the trivial, constant solution. Summarizing, Figure 20 shows the behaviour of the sum of ther j , r j , respectively for the non-scaled and the scaled cases. In the non-scaled case (blue), the value converges to zero, i.e. we would reach a trivial complete Lyapunov function, which does not provide any information about the system. Scaling, however, avoids this converges and thus we obtain a non-trivial complete Lyapunov function.
Comparing 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have improved a method to compute complete Lyapunov functions by introducing a new feature to avoid convergence to the trivial solution when iterating. We have shown in an example that our method converges to a non-trivial complete Lyapunov function and gives us a reasonable approximation, whereas the old algorithm converges to the trivial solution. Furthermore, the developed algorithm was shown to be able to avoid convergence to zero. The idea behind it is to scale the orbital derivative condition to keep the addition of its values constant. Finally, this method keeps the level of efficiency as previous methods for its computational effort to solve the Lyapunov equations is O(N 3 ) while the evaluation of one point is O(N), where N is the number of collocation points. The method works in any dimension. However, when increasing the dimension of the problem, the amount of collocation points will increase. We do, however, control the total amount of points to be evaluated by considering a one-dimensional domain that is aligned to the flow. This avoids an exponential grow of evaluation points.
Future work will include the application to the method to higher-dimensional and dynamically more challenging examples, such as systems with a chaotic attractor or examples from applications. (blue, non-scaled version) and ∑ N j=1 r j (red, scaled version) for each iteration up to 10000. The sum ofr j quickly converges to zero, while the sum of r j is constant by construction. Bottom: ∑ N j=1 ∑ y∈Y x j v (y) in blue for the non-scaled version and in red for the scaled version for each iteration up to 10000. The sum of the calculated function v over all points of the evaluation grid behaves in a similar way as the right-hand side V (x) =r j , r j , respectively, of the equation we approximate. In the nonscaled case, v (x) quickly converges to zero, while the sum over all evaluation points in the scaled case stays constant. Figure 21 : Top: Total amount of failing evaluation points in the non-scaled (blue) and the scaled (red) case compared to the total amount of evaluation points (yellow). Bottom: Total amount of failing collocation points in the nonscaled (blue) and the scaled (red) case compared to the total amount of collocation points (yellow). In both the scaled and non-scaled case the amount of failing evaluation points converges quickly (after 800 iterations), but while close to all points fail in the non-scaled case, the number of failing points in the scaled case is relatively small. Hence, the approximated chain-recurrent set is relatively small and the complete Lyapunov function provides more information. 052, Complete Lyapunov functions: Efficient numerical computation.
